Special Announcement
New ARS Regular Members to Receive
Complimentary Desk Copy of ‘Rose Atlas’
Few Sample
Section Headers

400 pages
7.25 x 9.25 in
Hardbound
2.8 lbs
ISBN
978-1-68524-2

Contents Directory Map

Replacing the reference index
sections usually printed at the very
end of a book, a detailed page by
page contents directory is provided
to allow the reader to quickly scan
the menu of subject areas to find
topics and exact pages of their
interests.
Twenty-five Sections displayed
with colorful headers are in
sequential order. Towards the later
sections on subjects associated
with Rose Science receive attention
The Rose & Humanity
Evolution of Roses
Wild
Old Garden Roses
Modern Roses

Selection Menus
The Four Banksians
Buying Roses
Roses in Review
Soil Textures
Planting
Watering Roses
Fertilization
Plant Health Care
Garden Maintenance
USA Gardens of Excellence
Winter Hardy Roses
Annual Pruning
Breeding Roses
Sports
Propagation
Classification/Registration
Rose Trials
Exhibiting Roses
Rose Hips
Plant Hormones
Petal Colors
Oils & Fragrances

Authors
Tommy and Luis are iconic personalities not only within
the American Rose Society (ARS) but also on the world rose
stage. Their experiences span over 4-5 decades. Both have
received the ARS Gold Honor Medal, the Klima Medal for
Excellence in Education and the Blake Hedrick Award.
Contents

With over 50 years of growing, showing and
writing about roses their commitment to assemble
an authoritative treatise devoted to capturing and
sharing their combined knowledge has resulted in
the production of an educational monograph and
comprehensive compendium. Focusing on providing
a wealth of graphical illustrations and images, the
accompanying text dialog focused on every page deals
with a topic on roses within the 25 main subject areas.
Rose Science has emerged as an important feature
in understanding the elements recommended in the
practice of rose horticulture. Opening sections feature
basic principles while later sections are fortified with
the science assembled in a simple understandable
language.
This authoritative and educational compendium will be
of interest not only to beginners but also to established
rose gardeners. Promotion of the immense joys of rose
growing has been highlighted over the past few years
more so than ever before because science horticultural
knowledge has become more popular.

